
 

HERBAL ESSENCES TOUCHABLY SMOOTH COLLECTION 
 

- Fact Sheet - 
 
We’ll give it to you straight…and smooth! The Herbal Essences Touchably Smooth collection helps you craft a sleek look that’s 
soft to the touch. With a fusion of pink lily and Asian silk extracts, the formula leaves hair smooth, manageable, flowing and shiny, 
even in hazardous humidity.  
 
Who hasn’t wished for silky hair? Once called “the princess of fibers,” silk was once worth its weight in gold. Lily is worth 
cherishing too – certain varieties have long symbolized wealth and prosperity. Touchably Smooth gives smooth hair confidence 
that you can take straight to the bank. 
 
Check out the vibrant, playful and editorial-inspired packaging that hints at the uplifting hair care experience within. 
 
HERBAL ESSENCES TOUCHABLY SMOOTH COLLECTION 
Herbal Essences has harnessed the power of nature’s most abundant natural resource – water! The Touchably Smooth collection 
contains silkening ingredients that spring to life in water. Both over-hydration and under-hydration can cause frizz and flyaways. 
The key to a smooth and soft style is the right balance of moisture. Herbal Essences Touchably Smooth Shampoo and 
Conditioner maintain smoothness with a built-in smoothing serum to keep hair smooth and shiny, no matter what humid weather 
brings, just as nature intended.  

 

 
  

• Touchably Smooth Shampoo cleanses and helps smooth down hair for a sleek look  

• Touchably Smooth Conditioner contains a built-in smoothing serum to help control 
hair’s moisture for touchable, soft and smooth hair after every wash. 

• 2-in-1 Silkening Shampoo & Conditioner cleans and conditions for soft, shining hair 
from root to tip.  

The Touchably Smooth Scent: It’s time to get fresh! Our sparkling mix of water pear, green ivy, lily, violet and apricot will leave 
you feeling a little bit flirty.  
 
Price and Availability: The Herbal Essences Touchably Smooth collection is available at drug, grocery and mass-market retail 
outlets nationwide for the suggested retail price of $3.99. Pricing is at the sole direction of the retailer.  
 
About P&G Beauty & Grooming 
P&G Beauty & Grooming products help make beauty dreams real for women and help men look, feel and be their best everyday. 
With 8 billion dollar brands and products available in nearly 130 countries, P&G’s beauty and grooming products delivered sales 
of over $27 billion in fiscal year 2009/10, making it one of the world’s largest beauty and grooming companies. P&G Beauty & 
Grooming offers trusted brands with leading technology to meet the full complement of beauty and grooming needs, including 
Pantene®, Olay®, Head & Shoulders®, Max Factor®, Cover Girl®, DDF®, Frederic Fekkai®, Wellaflex®, Rejoice®, Sebastian 
Professional®, Herbal Essences®, Koleston®, Clairol Professional®, Nice ’n Easy®, Venus®, Gillette®, SK-II®, Wella 
Professionals®, Braun® and a leading Prestige Fragrance division that spans from point of market entry consumers to high end 
luxury with global brands such as Hugo Boss®, Lacoste®, and Christina Aguilera®. Please visit http://www.pg.com for the latest 
news and in-depth information about P&G (NYSE: PG) and its brands. 
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For more information, please contact:  
Jodi Goulart         Corinne Durieu 
energi PR          Herbal Essences/P&G Beauty & Grooming 
416-425-9143 ext 18        416-730-4433 
jodi.goulart@energipr.com       durieu.c@pg.com 


